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*Want to be our featured cover artist? Send us a photo of your best work, and follow 
PolymerClayTribe on Facebook for the monthly challenge!

Lilac Sky    
The perfect “fantasy stone” for Spring! 

Fresh Spring Greens      
An eye-catching necklace with all the 
fresh green colors of Spring! 

Butterfly Wreath     
Celebrate May with this colorful 
creation! 

Something’s Fishy…     
Vacation memories spark a creative 
idea! 

Summer Hair Bands  
A simple technique with big impact!  

Amazing Alcohol Inks    
A gorgeous gallery of inspiring projects 
from Polymer Clay Tribe members! 
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FEATURED ARTIST 
There are almost 15,000 amazing artists sharing their work on our Polymer Clay Tribe Facebook 
Page and we are constantly impressed by the wide variety of projects! This month, Jan Geisen 
caught our eye with this unique necklace.  Jan’s work is always well executed, with lovely “subtle” 
blends of colors, and her designs often have a somewhat modern/contemporary feel.  See more of 
Jan’s work on her Facebook Page - https://www.facebook.com/jan.geisen.3
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http://CreateAlongClub.com 

It’s where we share! Come on over to 
PCU and follow the link to join us 
there today!
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THE POLYMER CHEF 

Lilac Sky Fantasy Stone 
The Polymer Chef
by Suzanne Ivester
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This recipe produces what I call a “fantasy stone” (as opposed to a “faux stone”).  A fantasy stone 
doesn’t resemble any particular existing stone found on earth, but it suggests what some beautiful, 
unknown gemstone might look like. 

This simple recipe includes only one non-polymer ingredient (not an edible substance this time).  
Stampendous Shaved Ice is truly extreme glitter!  The particles are large and irregularly shaped, and 
they sparkle in an iridesent spectrum of color.  The product is available at a reasonable price from 
many online sources.  You’ll have fun experimenting with it in other combinations, too. 

Ingredients: 

1 oz. premo! Sculpey® White Translucent (plus an additional 1/4 oz. to use as a cover sheet)                 
1/4 oz. premo! Sculpey® White Sparkle (plus an additional 1/8 oz. for grating)  
1/4 oz. premo! Sculpey® Purple Pearl  
1 tsp. Stampendous Shaved Ice 

Instructions: 

1.  Blend the three colors of polymer clay thoroughly and roll to a medium-thickness sheet. 

2. With a clay-dedicated cheese grater, shred the additional White Sparkle and spread it over the 
blended sheet.  Cover it with a deli sheet and smooth the shreds down onto the background with 
your fingers.  Run the clay sheet through your pasta machine two or three times, reducing the 
thickness each time, until you like the cloud-like effects of the White Sparkle on the lilac 
background.

3. Sprinkle the Shaved Ice glitter evenly over the surface of the prepared sheet. 

4. Roll the additional reserved White Translucent to the thinnest setting of your pasta machine.  Then 
stretch the sheet with your fingers as far as it will go (without tearing) to make it as thin as you 
possibly can. 

5. Place the translucent sheet on top of the Shaved Ice layer.  Again, cover it with a deli sheet and 
press it down onto the base sheet, eliminating any air bubbles.  Run this final sheet through the 
pasta machine, making it at least one setting thinner than it already 
is. 

6. Now you have a Lilac Sky veneer, which you can use to cover 
beads, cabochons, or other surfaces.  I used white clay for the 
inner structure of the beads and cabs.  Save your veneer for the 
outside of objects, where it will show!  Bake the clay according to 
the manufacturer’s instructions.  Sand the cured pieces with 220-, 
400-, and 600-grit sandpaper and buff for a beautiful shine.  No 
varnish is needed because the glitter is covered by the thin 
translucent layer.

 http://thepolymerchef.blogspot.com/ 
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Fishy Candle Shade 
by Melissa Terlizzi  

I recently took a short trip to Florida to visit my mom and dad who live there.  A week of sleeping in, 
eating seafood, and soaking up the glorious sunshine was exactly what I needed after a long, 
miserable winter stuck inside.  I only got to the beach one time while I was there though, and that was 
just not enough!  Florida has stunning beaches with blinding-bright sugar-white sand, and water so 
clear you can stand in it up to your armpits, and still keep an eye on your feet shuffling through 
aquamarine….  

Okay, enough.  I promise I’mnot on the Florida tourism board payroll, but I am really missing the 
ocean.  My body obligingly returned home to Virginia a few days ago, but my imagination missed the 
flight - and it’s still there, lying on a sandy towel near the surf. 

This month I had to create something beachy.  Fish swim across a watery backdrop on this candle 
shade, which bakes around a form such as a jar or can, but is slipped off after it’s cooled, and 
placedover a tea light.  The fish are made with mini cutters, and bubble-like holes punched through 
the clay allow the light to shine through.  Easy as a day at the beach! 
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Materials: 

premo! Sculpey® polymer clay - Turquoise, White, Cobalt blue for shade 
Small amounts of other bright colors for the fish, plus black
Cylindrical (oven-safe) container, such as a jar or aluminum can for baking the shade around                
Parchment paper     
Tape measure
Pasta Machine
Clay blade (rigid and flexible)
Scalpel, or craft knife
Mini circle cutters (1.5 mm - 5 mm)
Mini oval cutters (1/2” - 3/4”)
Mini triangle cutter, or square (for fish tails)
U or V-shaped gouge
Steel nipple or screw, other items for texturing clay
Small-tipped ball stylus tool  
Plastic wrap 
Ceramic tile 
Vellum (optional, for lining finished shade)
White glue

Procedure:

Before rolling out the clay for your candle shade, 
measure the diameter of the cylinder you plan to 
use as a form with the tape measure.  Add ¼-1/2” 
to the measurement, and then cut out a piece of 
parchment paper to those dimensions.  Trim the 
height of the parchment paper to the desired 
height of your candle shade.  My paper was 8 ½” 
x 2 ¾”.  

Condition the turquoise, blue and white clays well, and roll out long strips of 
each color using the thickest setting of your pasta machine.  For my shade I 
used approximately 3/4s of a 2 oz package of each color.  You may need 
more or less depending on how big you want your shade to be! Fold the blue 
clay in half lengthwise; then fold the turquoise sheet in half around the folded 
edge of the blue clay.  Repeat with the white clay by folding it around the 
turquoise.  Make sure that you can still see all three colors on the side (in 
other words, you haven’t completely covered up one of the colors with 
another.)  The order of the colors should be white, turquoise, then blue.

Run the clay through the pasta machine on the thickest setting, starting with a short 
end.  (The side that hits the rollers first should be a narrow one with all three colors 
showing.)  Roll the clay through, fold it in half, and then roll it through again.  Continue 

to roll and fold until the colors begin to blend in a way that 
looks like water.  This will take 15-20 passes through the 
machine. The white clay will begin to look like water near 
the surface; the dark blue, the depths.
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Once you have the clay blended in a way you like, hold up the 
parchment paper template next to it to check the size.  You 
will need the clay to be at least as long and wide as your 
template, so run it through the machine on progressively 
thinner settings (without folding!) until you arrive at a size that 
will accommodate your template, and a thickness you like. 
Lay the template over the clay and cut out the shape.  

Carefully slide a blade under the rectangle to lift it off the tile, 
then lay 
it down 
again on top of the template.  The 
clay background will stay on the 
paper until 
after it is 
baked.   

Now you can 
begin to create your fish! Gather a variety of small cutters—round, 
oval, triangle and teardrop shapes are all great for creating simple 
fish.  Condition small amounts of clay in a variety of colors for the 
fish.

To create the lavender fish, roll out two 
small sheets of clay, one on a medium 
setting (#3) for the body, and another a bit thinner (#5) for the 
fins and tail.  Lay plastic wrap over the thicker sheet and cut 
out an oval. 

Roll the steel nipple or screw over the thinner sheet to cover it 
with ridges.  From this lined clay, cut out a triangle with a mini 
cutter. Make sure that the lines run from one of the triangles 
points toward one of its sides. Cut 2 small circles (I used a 

5mm cutter)—one will become the tiny pectoral fin on the side of the fish and the other, 
the base of the eye. Lastly, cut two triangular shaped fins from a straight edge of the 
clay.  The ridges should run up and down. These will be the dorsal and pelvic fins that 
go on the top and bottom of the fish.
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Trim the point off the triangle fish tail, so that it will attach more 
easily.  Add the fins and tail to the fish body and press into place.  
Flip one of the circles over, so that the smooth side is up and 
position it where the eye should go.

Pinch one side of the other small circle (the 
ridges run toward the pinched edge) and 
place it on the fish’s side.  Use a clay 
shaper to press it down, so it won’t fall off—
taking care not to disturb the ridge pattern.

Press the end of a small ball stylus into the 
circle for the eye to create an eye socket.  Roll up a tiny ball of 

white clay and drop it into the socket, then add an even tinier ball 
of black clay to the center and press them all together with your finger.

Use a small U or V-shaped gouge tool to add “scales” to 
the fish’s body.  Roll a very 
thin, very small snake of 
clay, and fold it in half.  
Place this on the fish for 
lips.

Lift the fish carefully on the edge of a blade and place it 
onto the background.
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For variety, add texture to some of the fish instead of using the gouge to 
make scales.  Rolling a tool with an interesting texture across one half of a 
fish body before adding the fins and tail works great!  

You can also alter the dorsal and pelvic 
fins by curving the flexible blade and 
cutting long, curved pieces from clay 
you’ve textured with ridges.  

As you did with the other fish, press the fins and tail onto the 
fish body, add an eye and lips, and place on the shade.

For flat flounder-style fish, 
use a circle cutter instead of an oval one.  Wrap 
thin, ridged pieces of clay 
around the top and bottom for 
fins; add a triangular tail and 
two eyes.

Create schools of fish by 
grouping individuals of the 
same size and color together.

Continue adding fish, varying the 
size, shape, texture, and direction they swim!

Add as many fish as you like, but leave some empty 
space along the left and right edges because you will 
be trimming some of the clay there when you wrap it 
around the form.
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When you are happy with the number of fish swimming around, roll 
out the white clay on a medium setting (#5) for the bubbles.  Lay 
plastic wrap over the sheet of white clay and cut out different sized 
circles. I used cutters ranging from 1 mm-5 mm.   Lift the circles with 
your blade and place them randomly around the fish.

Use the same circle cutters to punch holes in the clay for the light to 
shine through.  Again, leave the clay on the left and right margins alone.  
Don’t punch any holes there yet.

When you are done adding holes, lay plastic wrap over the entire 
piece, and gently press all the additions down to make sure that all the 
eyeballs, bubbles and fins are securely attached.  Lift the rectangle 
carefully (still on the paper) and wrap it around the cylinder you are 
using to support the clay while it bakes.

Overlap the edges of the clay but don’t 
press them together too hard.  You may 
also need to peel back some of the paper 
underneath, so that there is no paper 
lying between the layers. Clearly, I didn’t measure very well
—my ends barely overlap at all!
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Hold the shade sideways with your fingers inside the container 
and cut through both layers of clay where they overlap.  Use a 

straight blade (hopefully not one as 
rusty as mine!) held at roughly a 45-
degree angle. Pull the two sides 
apart again and remove the 
trimmed-off clay from both sides.  
Bring the edges back together and 
they should fit together 
nicely.

Use the side of a 
cutter as a mini rolling 

pin to help smooth the two sides together.

Add additional fish over the seam to help camouflage 
it.  Press on more white bubbles and use mini circle 
cutters to punch out more holes if you like.

Bake the shade on the 
cylinder form at 275 degrees 
F for 40 minutes.  Let it cool completely before 
pulling it off the form.  Remove the paper liner 
and set it aside. Next, lay the shade on a piece 
of sandpaper and move it back and forth across 
it to smooth and level it.  Repeat for the other 
side.

If desired, use the paper template as a guide to 
cut out a piece of vellum paper to line the inside 

of your shape.  After you’ve confirmed the fit, add a few 
dots of white glue to the ends 
of the paper, and glue it into 
place on the inside of the 
shade.

Drop a tealight or artificial candle into your shade and 
it’s ready to go.  Not quite the same as a trip to the 
beach, but at least you can enjoy it without getting any 
sand in your shoes!  
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Butterfly Wreath 
by Klio Tsaliki

May is the most beautiful spring month; it is the month of flowers, butterflies, fields.  Nature is in 
it’s best moment, the weather is beautiful, not too hot yet and everything is celebrating, actually 
the best month of the entire year!

In many countries, May is welcomed with a flower wreath hung on the main door of the house or 
in the patio, in front of a window, etc.  And, it is the second Sunday of May when most countries 
celebrate Mother’s Day as well!  So, we have a double reason to make a spring wreath, either to 
hang it somewhere or to offer it to our mom or mother-in-law if you prefer so.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE: Please read throughout the tutorial before starting the 
project. This way you have a general idea of what is going to happen and you can 
use better your materials.

Materials:

•Polymer clay in several colors. If you have soft colors, use them, otherwise use 
vivid colors mixed with white clay.
•Clear liquid clay (Fimo, Sculpey, Kato, whatever you have available)
•Cookie cutters (I used the butterfly cookie cutters included in the Create Along box 
and some flower ones I had in my studio).
•Flatback hot fix Rhinestones (like the ones included in the Create Along box)
•Some floristry wire (alternatively you can use eyepins for jewelry making)
•A wreath (styrofoam, grapevine, anything you like)
•Faux greenery and flowers 
•Glitter in several hues (similar with the colors you are using)
•Ribbon and other materials according to your taste to finish the wreath

Tools: 

•Pasta machine/ rolling pin
•Rigid Blade
•A paintbrush (and some acetone to clean it up afterwards)
•Heat gun to cure the liquid clay
•A round sculpting tool (see the photos)
•Silicone glue gun

Instructions:

Select the colors you are going to use. I like candy colors so I mixed vivid colors with 
white and made mine. Run your mix of white and vivid color through your pasta 
machine several times, to get an even color.

Roll over the thick cords with your rolling pin to flatten them and run them through the 
pasta machine to create a veneer. Actually, you don’t need a skinner blend, only to get 
an even and thick (thickest setting of your pasta machine) veneer where all these colors 
are included.
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Select the glitter hues as closer possible to the 
skinner blend hues.  

There are in the market beautiful iridescent glitters 
as well as neon colored ones, pastels and all kinds 
of colors. Extra fine glitter is the best option. 

Start applying glitter on every hue, spreading the 
powder with your finger and trying not to cover the 
next color.

Keep covering each strip of color separately, until you have covered the entire veneer.

When all your veneer is covered with glitter, remove 
with your fingers the excess glitter, shake it off a couple 
of times and run the veneer through the pasta machine 
just at the next setting, so you get a thick sheet of clay 
but glitter will be well stuck on it and will not peel off.

The sheet coming out of your pasta 
machine will be quite longer and a bit 
thinner than the original with all the 
sparkle and the strikes of the glitters 
applied on it. Before cutting the 
shapes, take into consideration that 
you will use this sheet for several uses, 
so cut your shapes one close to the 
other, to keep some part of the sheet 
for the other steps of this tutorial.

Depending on the size of your wreath cut several 
butterfly and flower shapes out of it trying to catch more 
than one color in each shape you cut.
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With your paintbrush apply on the shapes a thin layer 
of clear liquid clay. This layer will help you not only stick 
on the clay the hot fix rhinestones 
but will protect your glitter as well.

Put some rhinestones on the 
butterfly to decorate it according to 
your taste.

U s e a 
rhinestone 
p e n c i l 

p i c k e r ( i f 
you have one) or a tweezers to put them 
on.

Decorate all the butterflies you are planning to 
use for your wreath. I used a small piece of a 
veneer I had from another project, you can 
notice that the smaller ones as well as a 
couple of the bigger are made from it. Do the 
same if you have leftover veneers, butterflies 
have all kinds of colors and patterns, no 
problem!

Don’t apply too much liquid clay, just enough to 
keep rhinestones in place. If you apply thick 
layer, the most possible is that it will cause a 
dull surface and you need the glitter 
to be visible and shiny.

Using a tool, just press a bit the central part of the butterfly, to make it looking 
more “alive”.

You may notice in several pictures that my butterflies have a second layer 
and are quite thick. Depending on the use you are planning for the wreath, 

you can cut equal number of 
shapes for each size you cut glittered 
butterflies and just stick it at the back 
side of the glittered piece. This will 
make stronger your butterflies in case 
you want to use them outside of the 
house, in open air. If the project is 
planned to remain indoors, there is no 
need to back them with a second layer. 
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Make all your butterflies seem “alive” and using the heat gun cure the liquid clay until it 
gets clear  and let them aside, waiting to go to the oven along with the rest pieces. 
There is an important reason for curing them before baking: Since they are out of the 
oven yet, you have control of what is happening and you can fix it if something goes 
wrong. From the moment they get into the oven, you can’t do much!

With your blade cut a strip of the remaining sheet of clay with all the 
colors included. 

Roll the strip like it is shown in the photo making a loose roll. You 
need some space to manipulate it and make a rose out of it.

With your paintbrush apply just a tiny bit of liquid clay and press 
slightly the end of the strip to stick on the roll. With a sculpting tool or 
your fingers give some life to the rose too adding a curve here and 
there and pushing gently the upper part of the twisted strip.

Make as many roses as you wish and depending on the remaining glittered veneer.

Want more flowers? Cut some simple 5 
petal flowers in two sizes; use the edges 
and small areas between the cut outs for 
the smaller size and with a drop of liquid 
clay stick the smaller ones in the center of 
the bigger. Then, using your tool push a bit 
the center to make a little curve where you 
can also place a flat back rhinestone using 
liquid clay to stick it on.

If you have still glittered veneer available, you can make some calla lilies as well. Want 
to see how they are made?

Cut some heart shapes out of the glittered veneer. To make the stamen of the flower get 
some eye pins for jewelry making or cut small pieces of floristry wire and make an eye 
at the one end. Then using a tiny piece of colorful clay cover the eye and let free the 
rest of the wire.
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The round shape of the wire will keep the clay in place and will not get off the eye pin. 
With your  fingers give the corresponding shape to the stamen.

Fold the two round 
parts of the heart shape one over the other, like it is 
shown in the picture. With your fingers press the two 
parts to stay stuck together, or apply a very tiny layer 
of liquid clay to keep them stuck together.

Insert in the center of the calla lily the 
stamen and with your fingers work the clay 
to keep the two parts (calla and stamen) 
together, by pressing and shaping the clay 
around the wire which comes out at the back 

side of the flower. Use a different color of stamen to highlight your calla lily 
more.

Here are the calla lilies ready to go to the 
oven, along with the rest of the shapes, 
butterflies, flowers etc.

Bake them for 45-60 mins TENTED at 130C 
with some aluminum foil and let them cool 
down normally.

Now it is time to decorate your wreath. Use whatever you like, Styrofoam or 
grapevine, anything is fine. Just be careful because some glues are just 
destroying the Styrofoam, if you decide to use one get also the suitable glue.
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I used the grapevine one, it is bigger and I like the natural look.  Using my silicone heat 
gun I placed the faux greenery first at the left side of the wreath.

Apply some glue drops here and there, to keep the greenery in place, because the 
wreath has an uneven surface and you can’t just glue top and bottom.

Add some faux flowers, trying to follow the curve of the round wreath.

Add more greenery at the opposite side and flowers as well. 
Cover the wreath as you like, there is no guideline to the 
personal taste of each person. Add gradually your butterflies 
and polymer clay flowers, step by step to get an even result 
at the end.

Also let a small area free at the 
top of the wreath where you will 
pass the ribbon to hang it, as 
well as at the bottom, to add a 
small bow. 

Finished? Not yet!  I think I need a couple of little birds on it 
(optional inclusion).

Happy May!

https://www.facebook.com/klio.tsaliki                      https://www.etsy.com/shop/1000and1
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Fresh Spring Greens 
By Cindi McGee


I wanted to create a unique jewelry piece to wear with a new dress - the “tye-dye” effect of the fabric 
seemed perfect to pair with the Mokume Gane technique.  A combination of fresh “spring” greens  
blended beautifully.  The domed shape of the beads adds dimension, and a touch of silver leafing 
adds a bit of sparkle.
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Materials: 

Sculpey® Soufflé - Igloo, Pistachio, Jade
premo! Sculpey® - Green
Sculpey® 
  Clay Tools Super Slicer - Wavy & Straight
  Hollow Bead Maker
Makin’s®
   Clay Roller 
   Round Clay Cutter Set 
   Mini Geo Clay Cutter Set 
Makin’s Professional®  
   Texture Sheet - Coils from Set H
   Cutting Mat 
   Professional Clay Tools 
JudiKins Diamond Glaze™  
Silver metallic leafing 
Silvertone chain, jump rings, closure 
Jewelry pliers 

Instructions:

Condition each color and roll with clay roller to about 1/8” thick.  

Place sheet of silver metallic leafing over rolled Jade clay and gently 
press to adhere.  Remove excess leafing from around clay. 

Stack sheets of clay begining with the leafed Jade clay, then the 
Green, then the Igloo and lastly the Pistachio. 

Gently roll to compress sheets together.
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Cut in half.  Stack one half over the first with the Pistachio clay on top.  Cut in half again and stack 
again.

“Distress” the clay stack by inserting small clay cutters, the wavy cutting blade, using clay tools etc. to 
create pattern.  
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Gently roll with clay roller and form 
with hands to create rectangle.  

Use slicer blade to cut sheets of clay 
from the ends where you can see the 
layers of clay. 

Roll more Pistachio clay to about 1/8” 
thick.  Place slices of green Mokume 
Gane over rolled clay to cover 
surface.  Roll to smooth and combine 
pieces into one marbled sheet.  

Flip clay sheet over, place texture sheet over clay and gently press to transfer texture to the Pistachio 
side of the clay sheet.

Use round clay cutters to cut desired number of large, medium and small discs. 

Place discs onto hollow bead maker and make small holes on oppostie sides of each disc for jump 
rings.  Bake according to manufacturer instructions, let cool. 
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Apply small amount of Diamond Glaze to the outer 
edge of each bead.  Carefly place silver leafing over 
edges while Diamond Glaze is wet. Let dry.  Remove 
excess leafing.  The effect I desired was a random 
“skattered” touch of the leafing on the edge, if you 
prefer a more solid line, apply the glaze wherever you 
wish the leafing to adhere.  

Apply diamond glaze to cupped surface of each bead.  
Let dry.  Repeat on domed side of each bead.  Let dry. 

This necklace was created using 1 large, 4 medium 
and 2 small beads.  Medium sized jump rings were 
added to each bead, and then they were connected 
using small jump rings between the medium rings on 
each bead.  A silver chain and closure finished the piec

www.CindiMcGeeBehindTheseEyes.blogspot.com

https://www.etsy.com/shop/CindiMcGeeDesigns
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Summer Hair Bands 
By Panarili


Summer is getting closer and closer and I cannot wait to enjoy it to maximum.   Just love it!  Let us 
make some hair accessories that remind me of sun and sea waves, and are just fun to make!
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Materials:

Sculpey® Souffle - Jade, Sea Glass, Igloo, Canary
Elastic hair bands
Ball head pins
Round pliers
Pasta machine
Clay extruder, multi hole disc
Blade

Instructions:

First, condition clay well.   Cut clay into small pieces.  Make a log out of all the pieces.

Put the log into an extruder with small holes (I am using Makin’s and the disc 
with 8 round holes)  and extrude the clay.

Take an extruded section of clay and run it on the pasta machine on the 
thinnest setting to achieve the ripped edge effect.  The result will be ribbons 
like these. 

Just roll/coil the 
ribbon to create 
discs in the 
desired sizes. 
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Make a hole in the middle of each disc.

I made it before baking, but you may also use a tiny drill or a thick 
needle to make it once already baked.

Bake at 130C fo 30 minutes (according to manufacturer instructions). 

Once baked and cooled, smooth the end 
of the ribbon if needed with a nail file. 

Insert the pin so that the bal lis sticking 
out at the front side of the decoration 
element.

Use round pliers to make a small hook at the end of the pin, place the 
elastic band inside that hook and twist it over the hair band.

Totally close to the decoration element
.

Done!  Use any colours and brighten 
you life!

Panarili

www.instagram.com/
panarili_creations/
www.flickr.com/photos/in-handmade/
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AMAZING  
ALCOHOL INKS  

A GALLERY OF CREATIVE PROJECTS FEATURING 
ALCOHOL INKS

FROM OUR POLYMER CLAY TRIBE FACEBOOK CHALLENGE
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JOIN US FOR NEXT MONTH’S CHALLENGE: 

Don’t forget you can join the fun at  

Polymer Clay Adventure 2018 
ANY TIME during the year!
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